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VASSA NEWSLETTER, APRIL/MAY 2021
THE FIRE ON SUNDAY 18 APRIL 2021
Eleven structures were damaged or destroyed during the wildfire that broke out on the slopes of
Table Mountain. These include two houses in the Rosebank area, six education buildings on the
University of Cape Town campus, the Reading Room of UCT's Jagger Library, heritage buildings
including the Mostert’s Mill and the neighbouring De Meule house, and the restaurant at Rhodes
Memorial.
Mostert’s Mill
The Vernacular Architecture Society is deeply saddened by the damage done to Mostert’s Mill,
previously the only working historic mill in South Africa. Our founder, James Walton, and long-time
chairperson, Joanna Marx, were both passionate about mills, and today VASSA is represented on the
Friends of Mostert’s Mill group by architect Stephen Dugmore. If you wish to assist or support its
restoration, go to http://mostertsmill.co.za.

Mostert’s Mill (Graham Jacobs).
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De Meule
From Jim Hislop – The Cape’s Threatened Buildings (29 April 2021): “The swift action of the Friends
of Mostert’s Mill in covering the damaged mill tower has probably ensured that it will be rebuilt
much as it was before (though without its old timber and beams). But what about De Meule?
Currently owned by the Department of Public Works (DPW), the entire complex (De Meule, the
stable and the entrance gates), which was declared a National Monument under old National
Monuments Council legislation in 1993 (along with the threshing floor, ring-wall and entrance gates),
is now at risk of dissolving in the coming winter weather. As has been proven time and again (for
example with Newlands House after the 1980s fire), exposed mud-brick walls must be covered with
plastic sheeting to protect them from rain damage, which dissolves the old mud bricks. As we all
know, the DPW is frankly useless when it comes to maintaining the historic buildings in its “care”.
Dithering and apathy now will result in large-scale water damage of the fire-ravaged structures at De
Meule / Welgelegen, which can still be saved. Bearing in mind that this is a minister’s house,
hopefully swift action will be taken to rebuild it.”

THE (CONTINUING) ADVENTURES OF ALEX DODGE
Cottage in Moravia
Alex wrote: “A dirt road runs from Koringberg to Moravia which is an area of intensive grape farming
on the Berg river below Wittewater. This cottage overlooking the tall bridge had an intriguing look, it
is tin over thatch and lived in by twin sisters. They have always lived in this L-shaped house and said
their father laid the tin over the thatch when they were little. They walked to school in Wittewater.
The cottage is open to the reedy thatch.”
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As these interior photographs show, the cottage has low interior walls with the rooms open to the
roof.
Fixing corrugated iron panels on top of a deteriorating thatch roof is an excellent example of ‘making
an affordable plan’ while following the conservation principle of ‘do as little as necessary’. As we
know, tin roofs are noisy and can render the rooms below either too hot or too cold. What remains
of the thatch creates a practical insulation layer, although the problem of falling dust and goggas
remains. `
We saw splendid examples of this practice at the mission village of Wittewater on our VASSA
excursion in 2012. You can just make out the straight gable end with chimney on the left, and hipped
roof poking out on the right.

(PK 2012)
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Survey map 1931 (Cape Archives M4/733.)

Moravia lies on the south bank of the Berg River at the point where the railway line between
Malmesbury and Piketberg crosses the river. The original grant was a fam called Broodkraal. There
was a siding in Moravia which would have been a collecting point for the local farmers to bring
produce and receive goods. Before a bridge was built over the Berg River, people used the nearby
drift or ford to reach the road that leads from the coast to Piketberg, or to follow the road up the
Plattkloof to the mission stations of Goede Verwagting and Wittewater. (Note that there are more
than one farms called Wittewater in this area, including the one on which the mission was built).
Sandveld houses were built with a straight end gable wall for the kitchen hearth and chimney (or
later a cast-iron stove and stove pipe), and a hipped roof at the other end of the building. The main
room was the voorkamer and then a bedroom or two led directly from there. The internal walls were
open to the roof. Things could be stored there or hung from the beams (see Poortermans drawing
below). If there was a buitekamer (for visitors, smouse, or older sons or store room), then there was
a full-height wall for privacy or security. An addition could be added at right-angles if required.

Groenfontein (AM 2012).
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Verlorenvlei (John Gribble 1990).

Near Saldanha (J.C. Poortermans 1848).

Donkerhoek, Drakenstein
Alex visited Donkerhoek, “on a whim in early December 2109 to find the farewell party for the farm
tenants being set up on the lawn. Rob Koch, the much-loved father and husband, had died a year
ago”. The Koch family (owners since 1896) sold the property to Koos Becker, who also owns the
neighbouring Babylonstoren. “He had already rethatched the main house and paid for half the
relocation costs for the workers to move to a nearby complex”.
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The vernacs previously visited Donkerhoek in about 2005, and an article by Emmylou Rabe was
published in VASSA Journal 15 (2006). Our abiding experience of the place was its unusual character,
modesty, tranquillity and authenticity.
An application to investigate, restore and redevelop the historic complex as an agri-tourism facility
with a range of farm activities, was submitted to Heritage Western Cape in August 2020. According
to the Method Statement by Graham Jacobs (ARCON 2021), “the owner of the farm Donkerhoek
wishes to develop the historic werf and its surrounds as an agri-tourism facility with a strong
education and historical interpretation component. The idea is to establish a working farm in which
the rural agricultural lifestyles of a bygone era, traditional farming methods, historic livestock
species and heritage produce varietals are reintroduced. While agricultural museums that include a
working component do exist (e.g. Kleinplasie Museum outside Worcester) none are de facto working
farms. The intention is for Donkerhoek to be such a farm for the benefit of the public as well as
agricultural science. This is envisioned as a place where visitors will be able to see history in action
and where the day to day workings of a historic werf are put on display. For this reason, it is
important that the proposed development conveys a sense of historical authenticity and appropriate
sense of place”.

Undated photograph by Gribble
(Drakenstein Heemkring).

The process has been through several stages of assessment and approvals, with input from a
number of our colleagues, and has now reached the point of final decisions regarding the
requirements for protection of the farm’s heritage qualities and significances. It was not only the
standing buildings and other built features, but also the Agterbos precinct with its ruins, and most
importantly the context, as all these layers are set in a unique and still genuine landscape setting.
The most recent gradings proposed to HWC are a Grade II grading for the historic werf (a potential
Provincial Heritage Site) and a Grade IIIA grading for the Agterbos complex (highest grading at local
level). The revised proposals were approved in principle in March 2021, but further design and
drawing details for all interventions, new buildings and landscaping are being prepared for approval.
Archaeological monitoring during the construction period, and a long-term Conservation
Management Plan, is also required.
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(Heritage studies can be found on the SAHRA website by Googling Donkerhoek SAHRIS, and minutes
of HWC IACom meetings by Googling Donkerhoek HWC.)
Dating bricks and mortar
We are often asked whether it is possible to date particular building elements and styles, and our
answer is usually, yes and no. It’s a question of a combination of things and long years spent staring
at bricks, plaster, window frames, door panels, beams and floorboards. On top of that, people make
alterations and additions using their own and local knowledge and labour, and the most affordable
materials (easily available or reused). So, a clay brick wall could have been built last year, or old
bricks could have been reused to fill a doorway.
Among the Donkerhoek studies was a fabric analysis of the main house and outbuildings in order to
track and trace alterations over time (Hearth Heritage 2021). Here is a photograph showing the clues
that were revealed to help determine the sequence of events in one of the rooms in the main house.

The history of the house in bricks.

Phase 1 (possibly late 18th century) - Internal wall section of mostly yellow brown irregular shaped
brick portions with similar coloured soil mortar. The English bond style found elsewhere is not clear
here. Also evident are portions of orange and pinky-orange bricks. The older plaster, sandy grey
brown with organic elements of dried grass, is evident to the east of the section. Coarse sandy clay
mortar and some dark claylike mortar are evident which suggests a possible Phase 2 (18th/19th
century) build.
Phase 2 or 3 (19th century) - Above the fireplace, identified by the stone/ slate lintel (blue), the
pinky orange bricks have been turned up on their side to allow for a flue.
Phase 4 (20th century) - The fireplace has been closed up with more regularly shaped orange and
black bricks using coarse light sandy mortar. It is suggested that the fireplace was installed after the
internal wall had been built and that the fireplace was then closed up again at a later date. The flue
and chimney for the fireplace is still evident in the roof space. Cement plaster was used to cover the
fireplace section and adjacent to it to the west.
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PAT & JOHN KRAMER TRAVELLED EAST IN APRIL
The barn at Zwartskraal on the road from Klaarstroom to Beaufort West. A truly vernacular little
barn with 'Boer maak ‘n plan' construction of the doors as the planks are attached to one another
with bent nails.
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A delightful (and now very rare) cottage in the Seweweekspoort area. The previous occupants now
live across the road in a brick and concrete house with corrugated iron roof.

AM & PK
1 May 2021
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